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tango became popular in the united states when american ballet theatre, an outstanding classical
ballet company, premiered a work by choreographer john cranko called flamenco. for the film,
cranko created a ballet based on the music of astor piazzolla. in new york, dancers of the company
worked with some of the musicians, including pianist and composer ruggiero ricci. ricci's vivid tango
piece, tango fantasia, which opens the film, is used to illustrate the difference between the tango as
it was originally composed and the tango as performed by a modern dance troupe. "the tango
belongs to the people of argentina," saura said. "it's the people that made it into a dance, the people
that created it. the tango is for everyone. it's not just for people that come from a certain
background or from certain neighborhoods." it's possible to dance tango, he said, but it's not
possible to play. not without the musicians, who are the true creators of the tango. music is one of
the most important parts of the performance, saura said. at his tango performances, he said,
musicians and dancers will often dance the same steps to the same music. dancers and musicians
come together to play tango, for the dancers, a partner and a music that moves them, in a way
similar to how they are moved by the music of a classical ballet performance. but unlike a ballet
dancer, a tango dancer's moves are not limited by the physical confines of the stage. "tango is a
very free dance," saura said, "and we use all the parts of the stage." to saura, the tango is not about
dancing. it's about love, and the suffering of the people of argentina. "the tango is a very sad
dance," he said. "it always has been. people love to dance tango. they love to dance with their
partners, but tango is more than that. it is much deeper than that."
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tango is rarely performed in its original form, with the exception of the corridas. the corridas are a
series of dances linked to a specific story and are usually only performed in argentina, and

occasionally, spain. a dancer dances the tango with his feet on the floor, and his body over his
partner's body. the dance is usually performed by a man and woman, but it can be done by one man
or by two women, or even three. the man is the torero, or tango dancer, and the woman is the dama,
or dance partner. they are usually accompanied by a viento, or wind player. this is a very traditional
part of the tango dance, and a perfect introduction to the history of the tango. the dance is made up
of a series of steps, and variations of those steps. the movements are graceful and smooth, and the
steps are linked together with the dance music. each step has a special name, and is practiced and

memorized in a dance class. in the fania all stars version, the band plays an up-tempo and
somewhat funky version of la cama vaca. the band has replaced the original trumpet with a horn

section, and the trombone with a sax. and the bass, guitar, and drums are now joined by keyboards.
but the overall feel is still tango in the original sense. the album of salsa covers includes the classic
tango of ernesto cavallo & marcelo vega, another tango from the world of salsa, and the songs of a

salsa orchestra, the fania all stars. the title track is based on the theme, la cama vaca, and is
preceded by a short, melancholy piano piece, ¿quién es el que no viene? the title track is sung by
group vocalist ismael miranda who shares lead vocals with fellow vocalists (salsa legends) ruben

blades and carlos gardel. the lyrics are by none other than the great antonio carlos jobim. this is his
most famous tango, recorded by jobim and his orchestra in 1964. 5ec8ef588b
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